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1 Introduction: brief description of the natural

context and statement of the results

In this paper, we deal with analogs of the Steinberg relation {x, 1 − x} = 0
in the Milnor K-theory of fields F, where x ∈ F ∗ and x 6= 1. By analogy, we
mean that in case (rational) K-theory is viewed as the cohomology of cochain
complexes endowed with a product, one can take the vanishing of products
of cohomology classes as giving rise to higher order operations, the Massey
products. We describe in detail what we mean by this in the remaining part of
this introductory chapter, at the end of which we also state the main results of
the paper.

The majority of the work which led to this paper was done during my time as
a Boas Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Northwestern University, and I
thank heartily the NU mathematics department for having provided an excellent
working atmosphere. And I thank all mathematicians that have listened to my
ideas on this subject during the time I worked on it.

1.1 The Steinberg relation and the Lie algebra of mixed

Tate motives

We recall the structure of the Milnor ring of a field in a description which
motivates its relation to the conjectural picture concerning the Lie algebra of
mixed Tate motives over a field. This is meant to clarify the context in which
the questions we deal with in this paper become natural ones to ask. In the main
body of the paper, our arguments are elementary and none of the statements
we prove depend on any conjectures.

The definition of mixed Tate motives over a number field or ring is in the first
few chapters of [D-G]. In short: starting either from the Q−linear triangulated
tensor category of mixed motives over a number field k or from a commutative
differential bigraded algebra of the homotopy type of the motivic complexes for
k, one constructs by categorical algebra a Q−linear tannakian category whose
objects are the mixed Tate motives over k. The first approach goes back to [L],
the second to [BK]. Abstractly - i.e. ignoring actual constructions of objects
in it, and ignoring questions of comparison with other mixed Tate categories
such as mixed Tate l-adic representations, mixed Tate Hodge structures and
so on, it is the module category of a free graded Lie algebra on generators of
the size prescribed by the ranks of the Quillen K-goups of k. In this approach,
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one then defines mixed Tate motives over the ring of integers Ok (or one of its
localizations) by restricting the extension data of a mixed Tate motive over k
suitably, much like one is used to think of etale sheaves on Spec(Ok[1/n]) in
terms of Galois representations with restricted ramification. This is called ’a bit
artificial’ in [D-G], because it is a purely categorical approach, distinguished by
the fact that the resulting Ext groups are as expected, but not visibly induced
from a picture consisting of mixed Tate motivic sheaves over a ring of integers.
Such an underlying refinement remains conjectural at the moment.

Let us recall some of the ideas underlying the conjectures on mixed Tate motives
over a field. These go back to ideas of Beilinson, Bloch and Deligne, see [BMS],
[BD], [Bl1], [BK]. But we start with much more elementary considerations,
which are implicit but not stated in these works.

We motivate the Lie algebra of mixed Tate motives over a field starting from
the point of view of the Milnor ring as an object with a universal property
which interlocks differential graded homological algebra with some arithmetic:
the operation 1 − x.

Given a field F we denote by F ∗ the abelian group (= Z−module) of units.
We place it in degree 1 and denote by KM

∗ (F ) the free graded commutative
algebra on generators F ∗ (all in degree 1) and relations the ideal generated by
the Steinberg elements, i.e. those of the form x∧(1−x), where x ∈ F −{0, 1} =
F ∗ − {1}.

Now the differential homological algebra comes into play, and to make sure
it works as smoothly as possible, we pass to Q−linear objects. Among the
most typical examples of (bi)graded algebras generated in degree 1 and having
relations in degree 2 are the commutative differential graded algebras of cochains
on a given Lie algebra L. To obtain a bigraded object, the Lie algebra should
itself come as a graded Lie algebra, in our case, negatively graded:

L = L−1 ⊕ L−2 ⊕ . . .

Then the cochains are the cdga obtained by taking first the (graded) dual Lie
coalgebra

C := HomQ(L, Q)

and then taking the free commutative algebra on C[−1] with the differential the
cobracket of C, extended as a derivation (i.e. making the Leibniz rule hold.)

A(L) :=
∧

C[−1]

To get back to our field, we observe that there is no obstruction to fit the Milnor
ring into this picture. We may take L−1 = F ∗⊗Q and for L−2 any linear space
large enough so that the bracket

L−1 ∧ L−1 −→ L−2
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dualizes to a map whose image consists exactly of the Steinberg ideal. We could
take that subspace and the identity as the co-bracket.

Furthermore, this consideration tells us the following: using the Leibniz rule, we
find that any such choice will produce a Lie algebra with the property that the
diagonal part of its cohomology is the Milnor ring (⊗Q) of the given field, which
was arbitrary, and in fact didn’t play much of a role so far. This is guaranteed by
the strictly positive grading of the Lie coalgebra. All cochains on the diagonal
are closed by the Leibniz rule, since those in degree (1, 1) are closed. And again
by the Leibniz rule, the image of the differential is the ideal generated by the
image of the differential in degree (2, 2), which was chosen to be the Steinberg
type elements. In particular, the lower degree summands of the Lie algebra do
not interfere with the diagonal cohomology. We have, therefore, large degrees
of freedom in producing such Lie algebras.

More ingredients must enter the picture until we arrive at some uniqueness.

• for number fields (i.e. the prime field in char zero and its finite extensions),
the calculation of the ranks of rational algebraic K-groups (whose Adams
eigenspaces are the motivic cohomology groups in line with Beilinsons
conjectures) suggests that the Lie algebra is free. Since its generator spaces
are also determined by this calculation, some of the ambiguity disappears
(only some because there are no natural generators for the resulting Lie
algebras).

• for fields F (of char zero) transcendent over their prime field k at least
two lines of the bigraded cohomology of the motivic Lie algebra can be
predetermined, at least conjecturally: the diagonal - as Milnor K-theory of
F , and the line in cohomological degree 1: the rigidity conjecture asserts
that if we let k0 be the algebraic closure of k in F , then we should have
for the motivic Lie algebras LF , Lk, Lk0

that

H1(LF , Q(j)) = H1(Lk0
, Q(j))

for j ≥ 2 - not for j = 1, which is also on the Milnor line, and where such
a requirement would be a priori unattainable by the very assumption of
transcendence of F over k0.

• by far the most daring ingredient is the K(π, 1) conjecture; it says in this
context that the cdga of cochains on the Lie algebra LF for an arbitrary
F has an underlying cochain complex homotopy equivalent to the mo-
tivic complex of F - in fact, the motivic complex naturally supports the
structure of a cgda A(F ) itself and the conjecture says that the two are
homotopy equivalent as cdgas. In this stronger formulation, we get from
abstract theory the candidate for LF . This is part of the paper [BK]:
the Lie algebra LF is gotten from the cdga A(F ) by a purely homological
recipe, assuming that the field F satisfies the Beilinson-Soule vanishing
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property, which amounts to requiring that A(F ) is cohomologically con-
nected. First, one takes a Sullivan minimal model of A(F ) and restricts
to the 1−minimal model (which is the sub-cdga generated by elements
in degree ≤ 1). Then one applies a Quillen adjunction proving that this
1−minimal model is in fact isomorphic to the cochains on a Lie algebra.
This Lie algebra is LF .

1.2 The notion of absolute homotopy type

There is a well-entrenched terminology about cohomology of schemes over fields
which distinguishes geometric from absolute cohomology (see [De2]). It is a
generalization of the following.

Given a variety X over a field k ⊆ k ⊆ C admitting a k−rational point, we have
the extension of absolute and geometric (pro-finite) fundamental groups, taken
with respect to the k−rational point as a base-point

1 −→ πgeo
1 (X) −→ πabs

1 (X) −→ Gk −→ 1.

If Xk is an etale K(π, 1) then the Hochschild Serre spectral sequence associ-
ated to the extension of groups is the spectral sequence relating geometric and
absolute cohomology.

There are versions of this spectral sequence and of the cohomology of πabs
1 (X) in

all realizations and for motives. By the ’absolute homotopy type’ of X we mean
the homotopy type of a cdga A(X) whose cohomology is the respective version
of absolute cohomology. This requirement does not yet uniquely determine the
absolute homotopy type, since it does not preclude the quick answer to simply
take the homotopy type of cohomology itself, which would then automatically
be the formal one in all cases. Since the systematic study of this issue is not the
subject of the present paper, we only point out that in our context, this under-
determination is ruled out by the fact that we actually have in our example an
extension of Lie algebras instead of groups, so that the cochains on the middle
term are naturally defined and one of our main theorems precisely puts into
evidence that its homotopy type is almost never the formal one: it is formal if
and only if the extension is isomorphic to the direct sum of kernel and quotient,
which is known not to be the case in many examples, including P1 − {0, 1,∞}.

In the case of Hodge theory, it was proved in [Hi-Sch] that there is a cdga whose
cohomology is Beilinson’s absolute Hodge cohomology. In the motivic case, such
a construction is one of the main results in [BK]. The passage from geometric to
absolute is the clearest in etale cohomology, but in exchange we have technical
difficulties to obtain a commutative dga. These difficulties are absent in the case
of rational varieties which are geometrically K(π, 1), for the following reason:
we may replace Gk by the tannakian dual group of the category of mixed Tate
l−adic representations - or its Lie algebra - without changing cohomology and
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take the resulting extension of Lie algebras - where we also replace the geometric
fundamental group by its Malcev Lie algebra - as a definition of the absolute
homotopy type.

This is another point of view from which it is natural to try to realize the Milnor
ring as Lie algebra cohomology. For a general variety this is not completely
satisfactory, since the diagonal part of absolute cohomology is directly related
to the Milnor ring only in the case of a field (e.g. the field of functions on X), but
in the universal case of X = P1 − {0, 1,∞} this discrepancy again disappears,
and we will stick to X itself instead of passing to its field of rational functions.

The following line of thought links up these remarks to what we said earlier
about the Lie algebra of mixed Tate motives over a field. It follows [Bl1] and
[BK] very closely. In the Hodge case, it is precisely cor. 8.15. in [H]. Let F be a
field and consider some Q− linear absolute cohomology theory defined for F such
that H1(Spec(F ), Q(1)) = F ∗ ⊗ Q. Assume further that we have an absolute
homotopy type AF := A∗(Spec(F ), Q(−)) underlying H∗(Spec(F ), Q(−)), that
the Steinberg relation f.(1−f) = 0 holds, and finally that AF is cohomologically
connected.

This translates into a statement about the differential of the 1−minimal model
AF < 1 > of AF : AF < 1 > is the exterior algebra on a positively graded Lie
coalgebra by our assumptions. Its component in cohomological degree 1 equals
F ∗ ⊗Q since it consists of closed elements and there are no boundaries coming
from cohomological degree 0 since the underlying algebra is an exterior algebra.
Second, all symbols f∧(1−f) for f 6= 1 are in the image of the differential of AF

by our assumption that the Steinberg relation holds in H2(Spec(F ), Q(2)). By
the universal property of the 1−minimal model this holds already in AF < 1 > .

We assemble this to obtain a homomorphism

KM
∗ (F ) ⊗Z Q −→ H∗(AF < 1 >, Q(∗))

to the diagonal cohomology of AF < 1 > .

It is well defined since all elements in the ideal generated by the Steinberg
symbols (in degree 2) are in the image of the differential, by the Leibniz rule in
AF < 1 >, whose diagonal part consists entirely of cocycles, also by the Leibniz
rule. Once we realize it is well-defined, it is onto by its very construction. But
it need not at all be injective. Since we know that A < 1 > is isomorphic to the
cdga of cochains on a Lie algebra LF we can call the category of representations
of LF the ’realization’ of the Lie algebra of mixed Tate motives of F in the
given absolute cohomology theory, consistent with the definition in [BK], where
this very construction is applied to motivic cohomology first, and then to some
realizations. To understand what happens away from the Milnor line is by no
means as simple as this, but we wanted to bring out the conceptual nature of
the idea - it becomes inevitable once we look at things from the point of view
of constructions from differential homological algebra.
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Now we move back to our example of interest, which is the universal example
where the Steinberg relation can even be stated.

The motivic fundamental group of a rational variety was introduced and studied
extensively in [De1] and [D-G]. [D-G] in particular deals with a version of this
object defined over a number ring, including the case of Spec(Z) itself. This
has the consequence that the absolute cohomology H1(X, Q(1)) vanishes for
X the model over Spec(Z), whereas in the case of its generic fiber, we obtain
the infinite dimensional Q−vector space Q∗ ⊗Z Q. In this paper, we will find
it convenient to work with a version of this much ’smaller’ model. Of course,
the scheme P1

Spec(Z) (and its open subschemes) is much ’bigger’ since it contains

P1
Spec(Q), but cohomology is smaller.

For our present purpose, the absolute homotopy type of X is

A(X) :=
∧

LieMTShv(X)∗[−1],

the bigraded cdga of cochains on the Lie algebra governing mixed Tate sheaves
on X, which sits in an extension coming from the structural map X −→ Spec(Z).
There is a notion of mixed Tate sheaves for Hodge theory and for the etale site.
And by way of analogy, we can simply define mixed Tate motivic sheaves as
modules over the Lie algebra whose cochains represent the absolute motivic
homotopy type. In any one of the above Q−linear categories C of mixed Tate
sheaves, we have the Tate objects Q(n), and the fiber functor (Gr) obtained
from the functorial weight filtration

M 7→
∑

n

HomC(Q(−n), grW
2n(M)).

From the pullback along the structural map X −→ Spec(Z) we obtain in each
case an extension of Lie algebras resulting from this fiber functor

0 −→ I −→ L −→ L/I −→ 0

in which L/I is the Lie algebra associated to the base and I is isomorphic to
the associated graded with respect to the weight filtration of the Malcev Lie
algebra of the geometric fundamental group of X, after the choice of a base-
point. The choice of base-point then also results in a splitting of the extension
and in an action of L/I on I by derivations. We will consistently speak only
of the Lie algebras of the unipotent radical of the tannakian dual groups of
these categories. For any Q−linear mixed Tate category (see e.g. [BD], [Go1]),
the tannakian dual taken with respect to the fiber functor (gr) is an extension
of a pro-unipotent group by the multiplicative group Gm, with Gm being the
maximal reductive quotient. The representations of this maximal reductive
quotient Gm are the graded Q−vector spaces, the category of which has as its
simple objects the Q(n).

We will use the description of this situation in the case of X = P1 − {0, 1,∞}
coming from the outer Galois action, in its linearized form, in terms of the stable
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derivation algebra. It is derived from a pro-finite version, which is the embedding
of Gal(Q/Q) into GT, and which we now describe, following [I1]. The picture
for the stable derivation algebra is obtained by passage to the associated graded
with respect to the lower central series of π1(X

top
C , (0, 1)) and its pro-l version.

This is also essentially the weight filtration.

One considers the field extension M of the rational function field Q(t) inside the
field of Puiseux series ∪N≥1Q((t1/N )) obtained as the maximal Galois extension
which is unramified outside t = 0, 1,∞. It gives rise to a group extension

1 −→ Gal(M/Q(t)) −→ Gal(M/Q(t)) −→ Gal(Q(t)/Q(t)) −→ 1

in which we can identify the kernel and quotient further. We have

Gal(M/Q(t)) ∼= F2,

the free pro-finite group on two generators x, y and the quotient Gal(Q(t)/Q(t))
is canonically identified with Gal(Q/Q) = GQ. This extension is the Galois ver-
sion of the extension relating absolute and geometric fundamental groups. It has
the advantage that it allows for the production of a splitting given by the ’base-
point’ consisting of the open interval (0, 1) in the real line - which is not part
of the general procedure where splittings are obtained from geometric points.
But it is this base-point with respect to which Ihara’s calculation proceeds, and
the answer for a different base-point is different. (There are such calculations
in the literature as well, including the case of X minus several further points,
not necessarily Q−rational ones, let alone Spec(Z)− valued ones, but they seem
less suited for our purpose.) The result is that there is an action of GQ on F2

by automorphisms, which in the generators x, y corresponding to loops around
0, 1 is of the form

σ(x) = xχ(σ), σ(y) = f−1
σ yχ(σ)fσ

with elements fσ ∈ F2 and the cyclotomic character χ of GQ. The contribution
from the cyclotomic character becomes identity if we pass to the ground field
where we adjoin roots of unity. In the description in terms of mixed Tate l−adic
representations, this is reflected in the passage to the unipotent radical of the
tannakian dual group.

Our choice of realization of the absolute homotopy type in terms of the split
extension coming from the ’base-point’ (0, 1) has the major advantage that the
description of the mixed structure of the realization of the geometric fundamen-
tal group is in terms of commutator calculus in the free associative algebra on
the two letters x, y and some special derivations of it (which are very close to
being inner). We do not need to talk about periods or relations between them.
We build upon Ihara’s results which explicitly describe the Galois image, so that
we are left with Lie calculus. But of course the Galois image ’is’ another incar-
nation of properties of periods. We are simply in the lucky situation that the
necessary properties are known in the Galois case. For example, in the Hodge
realization, we would have to calculate iterated integrals while at the same time
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keeping track of their rationality or transcendence properties, or at least their
relation with 2πi within C. There are also numerous calculations of this kind in
the literature, but to our knowledge, they do not easily lend themselves to the
application we have in mind.

When we think in terms of higher weight analogs of the universal case of the
Steinberg relation, we should be speaking of the absolute motivic homotopy
type of X taken over Spec(Z) with coefficients in Q (or any field of char zero).
We note that our arguments in calculation will rely only on the action of the
first non-trivial generator of the stable derivation algebra f3 and we can afford
to have arbitrarily many extra generators in H1(F, 1), as long as we continue
to have a generator in degree −3 which acts via the splitting as f3 does in the
case of the stable derivation algebra. For example, we can consider the l−adic
situation over Z[1/l] which leaves us with one extra generator in

H1(F, Ql(1)) ∼= Z[1/l]∗ ⊗ Ql = Ql.

In this Galois picture, the Lie algebra F is the Lie algebra of the unipotent
radical of the tannakian dual group of the category C of mixed Tate l−adic rep-
resentations of GQ unramified outside l, taken with respect to the fiber functor
(Gr)

M 7→ ⊕nHomC(Ql(−n), grW
2n(M)).

Various statements in the motivic case follow from this using the injectivity of
l−adic realization on Ext′s of mixed Tate sheaves on X, which holds by Soule’s
theorem, localization and the projective bundle formula for P1 : using these
reductions we see that the formula for the action of f3 holds for the motivic
case as well. Conjecturally, the Q− version of the stable derivation algebra is
the image of the Lie algebra of mixed Tate motives inside End(I) with respect
to the base-point (0, 1) providing the splitting s - where the Lie algebra is taken
with respect to the analog of the fiber functor (Gr). The most we will need for
our purposes is that f3 is in the image.

1.3 Statement of the results

The strongest possible statement that one could imagine about higher weight
analogs of the Steinberg relation would be that the absolute homotopy type of
P1−{0, 1,∞} were formal. This would imply a uniform vanishing of all possible
Massey products of Steinberg type (a notion to be made precise below) that one
can imagine.

The first theorem in this paper is that this is not so: the absolute homotopy
type of P1 − {0, 1,∞} is not formal.

The second result is that at length 4 it is true that all Massey products of
Steinberg type are exact. This requires in particular that the same holds at
length 3, but this is tautologically true, as we will see.
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Thirdly, we show that in higher weights, there are not only abstract obstruc-
tions to formality - which could exist without having anything to do with Massey
products of Steinberg type, when we judge purely from the point of view of differ-
ential homological algebra. Rather, higher length Massey products of Steinberg
type fail to be defined or to be exact systematically.

In the second appendix, we make some observations about how the results of
our elementary calculations can probably be jazzed up to become facts that are
of wider interest than suggested by the context in which we state and prove
them: in an optimistic mood, one could say that they have reinterpretations as
structural properties of motivic complexes on the one hand and on the other
hand that they exemplify certain properties of representations of the Connes-
Kreimer Hopf algebra of rooted trees or the ’cosmic Galois group’ of Connes-
Marcolli.

2 Small steps towards a determination of the

absolute homotopy type of X := P1 − {0, 1,∞}

2.1 The absolute homotopy type of X is not formal

In this section Q is a generic name for a field of char 0 and all abelian groups
are in fact Q−vector spaces.

The absolute homotopy type of X is the cdga of cochains A(L) on a negatively
graded Lie algebra L which sits in an extension

0 −→ I −→ L −→ F −→ 0

This holds independently of which realization we choose and independently of
the base over which we look at X (a number ring, a number field or Spec(C) in
mixed Hodge theory). It results from the fiber functor (Gr) on the category of
mixed Tate sheaves on X and on the base.

Remark. In some papers on this subject, the degrees of the fundamental Lie
algebras of mixed Tate categories are positive (e.g. in [D-G]) while in others they
are negative (e.g. in [Bl1], [BD], [Go1]). This results from different conventions
and we use the negative grading. Similarly, the stable derivation algebra is taken
to be positively graded in [I2], but we view its generators f3, f5, . . . (of which we
really only need f3) in degree −3,−5, . . . .

Note that the action of F on H1(I) is trivial already for reasons of degree:
all elements from F act via endomorphisms that lower degrees and H1(I) is
concentrated in only one degree, 1. This expresses the fact that H1(I) is ’pure’:
in motivic terminology, it is direct sum of two copies of Q(−1). In the appendix,
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we compute the cohomology ring of X for the case of the base Spec(Z). In less
detail, it follows already from the triviality of the action of F on H1(I) that

Proposition 2.1. The cohomology ring of X is isomorphic to the cohomology
ring of the split extension of the Lie algebras with trivial action.

This clearly raises the question of what can be said in general about the possible
homotopy types of cdgas A(L) arising in this manner. A naive guess would be
that there is only one - which would then necessarily be the formal one. But
this is not so. Note that in the case of a more general extension, without the
extra property that the quotient acts trivially on H1 of the kernel, already the
cohomology ring will be different from the one obtained for the split extension.
In fact, in that case, the underlying vector space of cohomology will be differ-
ent as is seen on H1. Such arguments based on the Hochschild Serre spectral
sequence alone cannot tell the difference we are investigating here.

The following principle (P ) is proved in [KM] and we have included a sketch of
the proof in the appendix for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 2.2. For (pro-)nilpotent Lie algebras L and L′, the cdgas of cochains
A(L) and A(L′) are homotopy equivalent as cdgas if and only if L and L′ are
isomorphic.

Proposition 2.3. Given two Q−linear cdgas A, B we can form their tensor
product A ⊗Q B and it is again a cdga. If A and B are both formal, and if one
of the factors has cohomology of finite dimension, then A⊗B is formal as well.
The cdga of cochains A(L) of a free (pro-)nilpotent Lie algebra L is intrinsically
formal, i.e. any cdga A which realizes the cohomology H(L) = H(A(L)) is
necessarily formal.

Proof. The statement about the tensor product is [T] III.4 (7). A (pro-)nilpotent
Lie algebra is free if and only if its cohomology is concentrated in H1. Any cdga
realizing such cohomology must be K(π, 1) by the universal property of the
1−minimal model, so any cdga realizing such cohomology is necessarily itself
cochains on a Lie algebra, and in fact a free Lie algebra. The fact that it
is formal in the first place follows from the characterization of homotopy types
with given cohomology by isomorphism classes of C∞−structures with vanishing
differential m1 = d = 0 on cohomology. In the case of H∗ of a free Lie algebra,
all structure maps defined on more than one input are forced to vanish already
by considerations of cohomological degree, since they map into H2 or higher.

In the appendix, we have recalled the precise structure of the cdga of cochains
on a free Lie algebra, and its most relevant feature for our purposes is that it
puts into evidence the exactness of all possible Massey products of all possible
lengths starting from a basis of H1 consisting of duals of Lie generators. The
point is that the very structure of the cdga expresses the defining relations
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for Massey products: the mere fact that they must be defined and exact is a
tautological consequence of the vanishing of H2. In fact, any choice of generators
provides an explicit formality via the procedure of installing an A∞−structure
on cohomology with the help of the perturbation lemma or by summation over
trees (see e.g. [Ma].) We can use this tool also to install an A∞ (or C∞) structure
on H(X), but we will find in the subsequent sections that this approach, which
is in general extremely efficient, is simply of no help for our present purposes.
But it is useful to keep in the back of our minds that summation over trees
naturally arises for both the higher multiplication in H(I) and also for H(X) =
H(A(L)) = H(L) The fact that it arises in these two ways should keep us
from making quick guesses about the possible relations of our subject to the
Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of rooted trees. No doubt such relations exist, but
’the’ reason cannot be the mere fact that the question admits some description
involving summation over trees. In the last section we will come back to this.

We note that the tensor product of intrinsically formal cdgas need NOT be
intrinsically formal, as was shown by the example (6.5) in [HS]: the rational
cohomology ring of the product of S3 and a wedge of two copies of S2 arises
as the cohomology of two homotopically non-equivalent spaces. The formal one
is provided by the geometric description given: spheres are formal, wedges of
formal spaces are formal, products of formal spaces are formal. But there is
another. Interestingly, the second homotopy type is obtained by perturbation
theory for cdgas and as a result, a space realizing the perturbed cdga doesn’t
come geometrically with the output, but only after applying the main theorems
of rational homotopy theory. Also, our A(X) will illustrate this phenomenon;
our discussion will, in fact, provide a machine to produce examples abstractly,
but since they are all non-simply connected, they aren’t really in the range
where rational homotopy theory works nicely from the geometric point of view;
also, there is no obvious meaning for the extra grading and total cohomology
will be of infinite dimension. As a rule, it is mostly misleading to try to think
of a space associated to the absolute homotopy type of a scheme, even though
sometimes there might be a nice one.

We now observe a peculiarity about extensions of Lie algebras of the kind that
naturally arise in the determination of absolute homotopy types, and in particu-
lar for A(X). It is special to the extent that the general theory of data describing
and determining non-central extensions can be surprisingly strengthened, due
to the extra hypotheses.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose we are given a split extension of Lie algebras

0 −→ a −→ g −→ b −→ 0

such that b is free and acts trivially on H1(a). Suppose that also a is free. If
there is an isomorphism u of Lie algebras

g −→ a ⊕ b
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which induces the decomposition

H1(g) = H1(a) ⊕ H1(b)

coming from the split extension - but not necessarily lying above the identity on
b or a - then the action of b on a induced by the splitting is trivial. Or in other
words: then there is (another) isomorphism between g and a ⊕ b which does lie
over the identity of a and b.

Proof. The assumption that b is free and acts trivially on H1(a) implies that
we have a short exact sequence

0 −→ aab −→ gab −→ bab −→ 0.

This is an extremely special behaviour of this piece of the Hochschild Serre
spectral sequence.

From the isomorphism u we obtain a self-map a of the Lie algebra a

a −→ g −→ a ⊕ b −→ a

where the first map is the inclusion in the given extension, the second is u and
the third is the projection. By the assumption, u induces an isomorphism on
H1(a). In fact, identity. Since a is free, this implies that the the map a is an
automorphism of a.

Using this isomorphism and the snake lemma, we obtain a map from the given
extension

0 −→ a −→ g −→ b −→ 0

into the split extension

0 −→ a −→ a ⊕ b −→ b −→ 0

with a on the left, u in the middle and the induced map b on the right. By the
snake lemma, b is an isomorphism as well.

Now we map the split extension further into itself, with a−1 on the left, b−1 on
the right and the sum of the two in the middle.

Composing the maps of extensions, we arrive at the claim.

Putting together this discussion, we obtain the

Theorem 2.5. Consider a split extension of (graded or ungraded) pro-nilpotent
Lie algebras

0 −→ a −→ g −→ b −→ 0.

Assume that a and b are free pro-nilpotent and consider the action of b via
derivations on a obtained by the splitting. Assume that the induced action on
H1(a) is trivial. Then, the following are equivalent

13



• g ∼= a ⊕ b - the action is trivial

• A(g) =
∧

g∗[−1] is formal

Proof. The cdgas
∧

a∗ and
∧

b∗ are formal, since a, b are free. The cdga of
cochains

∧
(a⊕ b)∗ of the split extension obtained from the trivial action is also

formal. This proves one direction of the claim.

The cohomology algebras H(g) and H(a ⊕ b) are isomorphic, since the action
of b on H1(a) is trivial by assumption.

Now for the other direction in our proof: we assume that A(g) is formal. Then
A(g) is homotopy equivalent to the cdga H(g) which carries the induced multi-
plication and the zero differential. This is what formality means.

H(g) in turn is isomorphic to H(a⊕b) and the latter is homotopy equivalent to
A(a ⊕ b) by the direction already established. By principle (P ), it follows that
the Lie algebra g is isomorphic to the split extension a ⊕ b. From the previous
proposition, the theorem follows.

To conclude that the absolute homotopy type A(X) is not formal, it now suffices
to know that the action of F on I is not trivial, or in other words that I is not
pure. This is clear from the description already of the generator f3 of F which
we will now use to arrive at more refined information.

2.2 Massey products of Steinberg type: a Lie algebra cal-

culation

In this section we are beginning to ask about definedness and exactness of
Massey products of strings of classes in H1(X, 1) taken from z, 1 − z only. We
call those ’of Steinberg type’. In fact z and 1 − z (named according to their
interpretation as invertible functions on X), span H1(X, 1), and we will refer to
1−z by the name w in order to stress two facts: we do not use the interpretation
as functions, and one has to be careful with trying to exploit the symmetry
z 7→ 1 − z of X (which we will not do), since the action of F by derivations on
I is not at all symmetric in x and y. In fact, it is zero on x but not on y.

Our aim is to strengthen the theorem of the non-formality of A(L) to a specific
statement about a length N Massey product of Steinberg type which either fails
to be defined or to be exact, for N larger than 3. In fact, larger than 4. But at
most 6.

By the refined study of [HS] (section 6) of the precise obstructions to formality,
the exactness of all possible Massey products is in general only a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for the homotopy type of a cdga to be formal.
In operadic language, the precise condition can also be stated as saying that
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the C∞ structure induced on cohomology by perturbation theory has to be
homotopically trivial. This is a reformulation, and doesn’t by itself settle the
question without further input. And it doesn’t in our case either - not beyond
the step from the previous section, where we noted that the cohomology of
a free Lie algebra is intrinsically formal (for trivial reasons), which applies to
the geometric part A(I). But these considerations show that our proof of non-
formality has not yet prejudiced the question of exactness of Massey products:
even given that the homotopy type is not formal, we still do not know whether or
not there are any Massey products that aren’t exact. The ’true’ obstruction to
formality in this case could lie in some subtle interaction coming from ’uniform
vanishing of Massey products’ - the possibility of which was one main reason
for the authors of [HS] to write the paper loc.cit. But we will not use the
bigraded models from [HS] and we leave open the question which of the series
of obstructions to formality formulated in loc.cit. is the first trouble-maker. It
would be interesting to carry this out. But since it is general, it is not sensitive
to how our data are given, beginning from the fact that we deal with Lie algebra
cochains, in fact sitting in an extension, the freeness assumptions etc. In fact:
we will be using purely Lie theoretic arguments.

Consider our graded Lie algebra L with graded ideal I ⊆ L such that the
extension

0 −→ I −→ L −→ L/I −→ 0

has a section L/I −→ L. We want to stress the Lie aspect throughout the
whole calculation, which will in fact have an axiomatic character; to arrive at
the splitting in our application, we picked the base-point (0, 1) in the geomet-
ric fundamental group of X and obtained an action on its associated weight
graded incarnation by the fundamental Lie algebra of the category of mixed
Tate sheaves on the base Spec(Z) (or one of its localizations), taken with re-
spect to the fiber functor (Gr). Both I and L/I =: F are free and the bigraded
cohomology algebra of L is that of P1 − {0, 1,∞}. More precisely, I is free on
two generators x, y in degree −1 and F is free on one generator fj for each odd
j = −3,−5,−7, . . . plus possible extra generators in degree −1.

Remark. The freeness of F also guarantees abstractly that the extension by
I will be split. But without some knowledge of the resulting action, such a
splitting is useless for calculation. For other choices of base-points, one gets
other meaningful splittings, and many calculations have been done for other
splittings in the literature. For our purpose of calculating something about the
homotopy type of the cochains on the extension, the description from [I2] seems
the most efficient.

We will denote by zj a chosen linear generator of H1(F, j). It is a functional
on F vanishing on commutators and taking a non-zero value on fj . By z, w we
will denote linear generators of H1(L, 1), restricting to functionals on I which
are dual to the generators x, y respectively. For the absolute motivic homotopy
type of X over Spec(Z) we have H1(F, 1) = 0 and there is actually no ambiguity
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here: in degree (1, 1) the cochains on L are equal to those on I on the nose.
In other realizations of the category of mixed Tate sheaves over X, or if the
base is not Spec(Z) itself but one of its localizations, then there will be extra
generators in H1(F, 1). Since the key to our calculation is the knowledge of the
action of f3, we can afford such changes, but the situation is clearest when they
are absent.

The multiplication in A(L) =
∧

L∗ is determined by the multiplications in
∧

I∗

and
∧

F ∗ and the action resulting from the splitting

s : F −→ L

F acts trivially on H1(I). Employing the splitting s we can decompose

L∗ ∼= I∗ ⊕ F ∗

On the level of cohomology, since F acts trivially on H1(I)

H(L) ∼= H(I) ⊗ H(F )

so that in particular zw = 0 in H(L).

In the appendix, we recall the structure of the cdga of cochains on a free Lie
algebra, which applies to the graded Lie algebra I which is free on x, y. We
interpret the restrictions of z, w ∈ A(L) to A(I) as dual to x, y. On dual space
of I−1 they form a basis. Since I has generators in degree −1 only, its cohomol-
ogy in higher degrees vanishes and therefore, the bounding cochains are even
uniquely defined in this case by their defining property.

We extend the decomposition

L∗ ∼= I∗ ⊕ F ∗

to the bigraded exterior algebras on these graded spaces. For our purposes, we
need to be explicit about the multiplicative structure of the resulting object
to the following extent. The general formula for multiplication in the cochain
complex of a Lie algebra (see [T] I.1., p.24) involves the shuffle multiplication
and signs coming from the Koszul rule and depending on degrees. In our case,
it suffices to know that given linear forms f, g ∈ L∗ and elements a, b ∈ L we
have the formula

(f ∧ g)(a ∧ b) = f(a)g(b) − f(b)g(a)

and that the multiplication in A(L) is graded commutative. As a matter of fact,
in all cases where we employ the formula, at least one of the two summands will
vanish a priori.

The differential in the cochain complex is by definition dual to the bracket,
which means that for a 1−cochain f ∈ A1(L) and elements a, b ∈ L we have

(dLf)(a ∧ b) = f([a, b])
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When using the decomposition L = I⊕F - which does NOT respect the bracket
- this means that we first lift the component in F via the section s into L and
then take the bracket within L.

We must make a remark on signs at this point. There are several reasons why
signs begin to enter here in substantial ways when we look at these formulae
in arbitrary degrees. We have made an effort to use only arguments that do
not depend on any details about what these signs are precisely, but of course
the subject of differential homological algebra does not exist without signs.
There are two facts to be pointed out where we cannot possibly act as if all
sign issues take care of themselves. One is the fact that the embedding of
the free Lie algebra into the free associative algebra involves commutators, and
thus signs: the image of [x, y] is xy − yx, which contains a sign. And this is
related to the other fact: when we speak of I or F as being graded Lie algebras,
we only mean that the underlying vector spaces carry a grading and that the
bracket respects the grading (degrees add under the bracket). When we employ
the derivations from the Lie algebra D (see the appendix and below), there
are no extra signs depending on degrees. When commuting elements in A(L),
another sign appears. But we never need to keep track of them because for
our purposes, we only compare vanishing and nonvanishing of elements, with
no need to form linear combinations where cancellations could arise. In a sense,
we are rewarded for carrying around so much extra structure that a minimum
of multi-linear algebra considerations is trivialized. Also, we often prefer to
look at longer words (higher weights) simply because the combinatorics is then
sometimes such that we can get around having to determine signs. And we
strongly feel that this both increases clarity and eliminates sources of suspicions
of possible sign error: we simply never cancel anything, except when computing
commutators in the free associative algebra on x, y. For these same reasons, the
precise signs in the definition of Massey products do not matter either: we do
compare them at the cochain level, but after evaluation on chains, and again
only vanishing and non-vanishing enters, no linear combinations providing room
for cancellations. It would be VERY different if we were to try to determine the
full structure of A(L) - but we won’t.

The splitting suggests how to start building bounding cochains in A(L) at least
for the first few Massey products of the classes z, w. One can simply try to
extend by zero to F ∗ the cochains uk+1,...,p which are the unique ones on the
restriction to the piece coming from I∗.

To distinguish the passage from L to I we introduce the notations

∫
I

uk+1 . . . up := uk+1,...,up

keeping in mind that these cochains are in fact uniquely defined by their bound-
ary dI . But since we are really interested in the analog for L, we introduce a
notation for a sequence of elements e1, . . . , en taken from the set z, w.
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Definition 2.6. By ∫
L

e1 . . . en

we denote any element in L∗ satisfying (Cn)

dL

∫
L

e1 . . . en =

n−1∑
k=1

∫
L

e1 . . . ek

∫
L

ek+1 . . . en

with shorter
∫ ′

L s defined by the same property recursively.

It is useful to gain clarity on the possible ambiguity of elements denoted this
way. And we have not prejudiced their existence yet. We observe

Lemma 2.7. Elements
∫

L
e1 . . . en for even n are uniquely defined by (Cn) if

they exist. Elements
∫

e1 . . . en for odd n always exist and they are uniquely
determined by (Cn) up to the addition of a cochain in F ∗ - i.e. a multiple of
the generator zn. The restriction of an element

∫
L

e1 . . . en to I∗ is equal to∫
I e1 . . . en.

Proof. The ambiguity is governed by H1(L) which is zero in all even degrees and
spanned by z3, z5, . . . in odd degrees ≥ 3. Since H2(L) is zero in odd degrees,
there is no obstruction against bounding the RHS of (C) for trivial reasons.
Since H1(L) in odd degrees ≥ 3 is indentified with H1(F ), it follows that the
difference of two possible choices of an element

∫
L

e1 . . . en for odd n is a cocycle
in F ∗. (Those are exactly the functionals vanishing on commutators [F, F ].)

2.3 The first few stages of the minimal model of the ab-

solute homotopy type of X

Let us construct the first few stages of the minimal model A(X) of the absolute
homotopy type, where we use only the known structure of cohomology. We have
H0 = H0(0) = Q

H1(1) = zQ ⊕ wQ

H1(2j) = 0, H1(2j + 1) = z2j+1Q

for all j = 1, 2, . . . . H≥3 = 0, H2(1) = 0, H2(2) = 0, H2(2j + 1) = 0

H2(2j) = z.z2j−1Q ⊕ w.z2j−1Q

for j = 2, 3, . . . . This describes the cohomology algebra completely. In par-
ticular, we have the Steinbergrelation z.w = 0. These facts have the following
implications for A(X). A priori, since A(X) is a cochain algebra on a Lie alge-
bra, we have A0 = A0(0) = Q. For reasons of degree, H1(1) = Z1(1) = A1(1) =
zQ⊕ wQ. Since A(X) is a free as graded commutative algebra,

A2(2) = z.wQ = Z2(2)
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The cochain z.w is a boundary by the Steinbergrelation

z.w = dl2

for an element l2 ∈ A1(2). Because H1(2) = 0, the element l2 is in fact unique
and generates A1(2).

At length 2 there are no extra cochains, so we keep zw = dl2 and l2 = u12 if we
name z = u1, w = u2. Like z, w the element l2 lives equally in both A(I) and
A(L).

At length 3, there are extra cochains for the first time. But since F doesn’t start
until degree −3, there are not yet any cochains in cohomological degree 2 with
contributions from both I and F. This means that we do obtain a bounding
cochain for triple products by extending those from I by zero on F ∗. And we
can add a cocycle from A1(F, 3). Since the differential is the dual of the bracket,
the cocycles are those functionals that vanish on the image of the brackets, i.e.
on commutators. Since A(F ) is a cochain algebra on a Lie algebra, there are
no boundaries in cohomological degree 1 and by freeness of F it follows that in
fact the space of cocycles vanishing on [F, F ] is 1-dimensional, identified with
H1(F, 3).

2.4 Detecting the trouble at length 6

Let us spell out what the defining condition for
∫

L
amounts to, after having

separated the contributions from I and F and the mixed ones, which are the
crucial ones. For reasons which will become clear in the process, we start at
length 6.

Lemma 2.8.

dL

∫
L

e1 . . . e6 = dI

∫
I

e1 . . . e6 + 1I .5F + 3I .3F + 3F .3I + 3F .3F

Here, integers denote the degrees and subscripts I, F denote the respective sum-
mands I∗, F ∗ of L∗ from which elements are taken. There can be several sum-
mands of types

1I .5F , 3I .3F , 3F .3I , 3F .3F

and we make no claim of uniqueness of such a presentation. Elements of type 3I

are cochains on I of degree 3 restricted from a functional on the free associative
algebra on x, y which as such takes non-zero values only on linear combinations
of monomials of length 3 that consist of combinations of x, y that are either the
beginning or the end -segment of the monomial making up the length 6 Massey
product - if it is defined.
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Proof. We arrive at this by taking the RHS of (C6)

dL

∫
L

e1 . . . e6 =

5∑
k=1

∫
L

e1 . . . ek

∫
L

ek+1 . . . e6

and decomposing each
∫

L
into a sum of its restriction

∫
I

to I and a functional
on F . Then we recollect terms according to degrees. Since F has no elements
in degrees 1, 2, 4, 6 we arrive at the presentation (note: F not only has its
generator spaces concentrated in odd degrees, but for these low degrees, it is
zero altogether. This changes for degree 8 for the first time, see [I2])

Being an equality of functionals, equations of type (Cn) are put to the test by
evaluation. For example, we look at the action of the generator f3 on [x, [x, y]].
We can do this for every possible monomial in z, w (or x, y) seperately. For
certain choices, we find that such an equation cannot hold, as follows. Looking
at both sides of the equation seperately we will find that the functionals on the
respective sides of the equation are forced to take contradictory values on an
element of the form

[x, [x, y]] ∧ f3.

This will imply that such an equation cannot hold, which will in turn imply that
the assumption that choices leading up to such an equation cannot be made; in
other words, that some shorter Massey product is either defined but contains
no representative which is exact or fails to be defined altogether.

Lemma 2.9. The right hand side of the equation vanishes on [x, [x, y]] ∧ f3 if
we choose e1 . . . e6 to be z3w3

Proof. This comes purely from consideration of the first factor - 3F is a scalar
multiple of z3 but we do not need to use this. The point is that in the free
associative algebra, the commutator [x, [x, y]] has the expansion into monomials

[x, [x, y]] = xxy − 2xyx + yxx

and none of duals of these monomials arise either as the first or last segment of
the restriction of the Massey product e1 . . . e6 to I (only x3 and y3 do that) so
that 3I vanishes on each.

Lemma 2.10. But the left hand side will not vanish on [x, [x, y]] ∧ f3.

Proof. This follows from the presence of the monomial x3y3 in the expansion of
Df3

([x, [x, y]]) = . . . as determined in the appendix.

This far, the conclusion is that for certain choices of length 6 monomials, the
resulting Massey product cannot be exact, if it was defined in the first place.
But: it need not have been defined, even though H2(L, 5) = 0 and all Massey
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products of lengths up to 4 are exact. The reason is that the choices of bounding
cochains must be made in a certain uniform way, as recalled in the appendix.

As a consequence, we can only conclude that either one of the two partial
length 5 Massey products are not defined, or if they are, then indeed the length
6 product is defined but not exact.

We go through these options in more detail in a later section, and we will find
that for many choices of length 6 monomials, the situation is just as bad. In any
event, we have even at this stage established the main claim of this paper which
is that the pattern of exactness of Massey products of Steinberg type stops.

With a view to future investigations, we also point out that at length 8 the
situation is much worse, as is to be expected by now.

Before we can arrive at more refined information, we need to actually deal with
length 4 products in more detail.

2.5 Massey products of length four

We now consider all possible Massey products of length 4 in A(L) starting from
z, w. Since z.w = 0 all three fold Massey products are defined, and since their
classes lie in H2(L, 3) = 0 they are necessarily exact. The indeterminacy for
bounding cochains for any one of them is in H1(L, 3) = H1(F, 3) which is one-
dimensional, spanned by z3 (dual to f3).

Inspection of degrees on cochains shows, using that F has its first generator in
degree −3 (but none above) that at length 3 we can pick bounding cochains
vanishing on F, i.e. simply extending those for I by zero. This will no longer
be possible for higher weights. Otherwise our problem here would be quickly
solved simply by using the known facts about cochains on I - which is free - as
recalled in the appendix.

By making the unique choices for bounding cochains at length 3 thus determined
by extension by zero on F, we find that all Massey products of length 4 are also
defined. We now study in detail their exactness, and we will find that their
exactness depends in some cases on altering the choice for bounding cochains
for certain length 3 Massey products. This circumstance is the first indication
of the suspicion that the situation for A(L) can not be reduced to the situation
for A(I) in any manner independent of the special properties of the action of
F. But it does not conclusively confirm this suspicion yet, due to the following
observation, which could be said to raise ’false hopes’, since it applies regardless
of whether the extension of F by I is trivial or not; it only depends on the
cohomology ring of L, which is the same for all possible actions, quite unlike
the resulting homotopy type A(L).

Proposition 2.11. If in A(L) a Massey product of length N consisting of a
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formal monomial in the z, w is defined and if the monomial does not start and
end with the same element (either z or w), then for some choice of bounding
cochains it is exact.

Proof. We can assume that N is even since otherwise the assrtion is trivial,
because of the vanishing of H2(L, N) for odd N. The claim then follows from
the structure of the cohomology ring of H(L). We first take an arbitrary element
in the length N Massey product and express its cohomology class as a linear
combination of z.zN−1 and w.zN−1 with coefficients r, s. Then we alter the
bounding cochain for the N − 1 fold Massey products by adding r.zN−1 and
s.zN−1 respectively to arrive at a representative of the length N Massey product
which is now exact.

Clearly, this argument fails for Massey products that both start and end with
either z or w. Also note that the argument does not give rise to any inductive
procedure, not even for special monomials, since the hypothesis that the Massey
product needs to first be defined is in no foreseeable manner inherited to higher
lengths. Still, it sometimes quickly provides extra information that would be
more difficult to obtain by multilinear algebra explicitly - the latter being in
principle always possible with enough calculation, given the explicit knowledge
of the action by derivations on the generators x, y which is available in low
weights, and recalled in the appendix.

In fact, even this proposition does not yet imply the exactness of all length
4 Massey products in A(L). One would be tempted at this stage to invoke
the fact that we can capture the homotopy type of A(L) by an isomorphism
class of a C∞ structure on H(X). Then we would like to use that the resulting
structure maps ’lift’ the Massey products when they are defined. And we would
like to use that the structure maps vanish on shuffles (by one of the possible
equivalent definitions of the notion of C∞ algebras) to conclude something about
the remaining Massey products with the help of the proposition. It turns out
that what’s even more interesting than pursueing this strategy is to understand
exactly why it fails. While at this stage, we can only have the vague idea that
there could be some trouble due to the fact that we would have to deal with
an isomorphism class of C∞ structures, after having gone back to the down-to-
earth struggle with explicit calculation with cochains in dgas - without invoking
the force of algebras-up-to-homotopy - we will see precisely why this generally
highly efficient method turns out to be inapplicaple in our example at hand.

Proposition 2.12. All Massey products of length 4 are exact, with the following
extra information about bounding cochains

• x4 and y4 are just plain zero

• all Massey products that consist of monomials e1 . . . e4 which do not occur
in the expansion of Df3

(y) can be bounded by extending
∫

I e1 . . . e4 by zero,
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if the length 3 partial products are bounded by
∫

I
without contribution from

F. These are
x3y, x2yx, xyx2, yx3, xy2x, yx2y

• all Massey products consisting of monomials occurring in Df3
(y) are uniquely

bounded for a suitable choice of
∫

L for the partial length 3 products. These
are

xy3, y3x, x2y2, y2x2, y2xy, yxy2, yxyx, xyxy

For a still more refined statement of what’s true, we refer to the proof.

Proof. We write down the equation (C4) including all possible dependence on
choices. There are exactly two parameters r, s due to the fact that the only
choices possible are to add a scalar multiple rz3 or sz3 to

∫
I e1e2e3 or

∫
I e2e3e4

respectively. The identity (C4) to be satisfied depends on r, s and for each choice
of the pair (r, s) there is either a unique solution

∫
L

e1e2e3e4 or none, because
H1(L, 4) = H1(F, 4) = 0. If the monomial is fixed, then we ask furthermore
about the range of possible (r, s) for which there is a unique solution to the
resulting equation (C4).

dL

∫
L

e1 . . . e4 =

∫
I

e1 . . . e4 + e1.sz3 + rz3.e4.

The expansion (E) in question is derived in the appendix, and it is

Df3
(y) = xy3 − y3x + y2x2 − x2y2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy

These two facts have several implications independently of the monomial chosen
and independently of (r, s), which we first assemble.

• the equality holds on elements from I ∧ I

• on x ∧ f3 the LHS vanishes since Df3
(x) = 0

• on y ∧ f3 the value of the LHS equals the coefficient of the monomial
e1 . . . e4 in (E) and in particular vanishes if e1 . . . e4 does not occur in (E)

In the next step, we ask whether we can find a pair (r, s) for each monomial
in ei such that (C4) holds. In a final step we will discuss the range of possible
choices of (r, s) such that (C4) holds, depending on the monomial in ei.

In case the monomial e1 . . . e4 does not occur in (E) we can pick (r, s) = (0, 0)
and (C4) will hold. Suppose it does occur with coefficient c. We need to arrange
(r, s) in such a way that the RHS takes the values on x ∧ f3 and y ∧ f3 that
are predetermined on the LHS, as 0 and c respectively. So we need to solve the
equations

(e1.sz3 + rz3.e4)(x ∧ f3) = 0
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(e1.sz3 + rz3.e4)(y ∧ f3) = c

or
±e1(x).s ± r.e4(x) = 0

±e1(y).s ± r.e4(y) = c

with (r, s) as unknowns. Both columns of the matrix contain 0 exactly once
and ±1 once. Its rank therefore fails to be full precisely in case one of its rows
is zero, independently of the signs. The first row is zero if and only if the
monomial neither starts nor ends with x or equivalently starts and ends with y.
The second row is zero if and only if the monomial neither starts nor ends with
y or equivalently both starts and ends with x.

Now observe the following fact about monomials occurring in (E) : none of them
both starts and ends with x. So the second row is never zero. It follows that the
matrix has either full rank or its first row vanishes and the second reduces to one
equation in two variables with a one dimensional space of solutions. This proves
that (r, s) can always be found. We cannot help but comment that something
smacks of conspiracy here. Or of accident.

Let us finally discuss the range of possible (r, s). The first case is in fact included
in the second, by allowing c = 0, so that we are always facing the 2 by 2 system.
We obtain the following pattern.

• c = 0 and the monomial starts other than it ends: then (r, s) is unique.

• c = 0 and the monomial both starts and ends with x or both start and
ends with y - then there is a one parameter family of solutions in (r, s)

• c 6= 0 and the monomial starts other than it ends: then (r, s) is unique

• c 6= 0 and the monomial starts and ends with y : then there is a one
parameter family of solutions in (r, s).

This pattern explains that we can run into trouble at length 5 as follows: while
the length 4 partial products are exact, it may happen that in order to ensure
their exactness, the middle length 3 partial product must be bounded in two
incompatible ways, one coming from the need to ensure exactness of the 1 − 4
partial length 4 product, the other coming from the need to ensure exactness
of the 2 − 5 partial length 4 product. In such a case, the length 5 product
would fail to be defined, and the question of its exactness does not even arise.
If it is defined, then it is also exact, due to the vanishing H2(L, 5) = 0. But
then, of course, the same kind of trouble arises again when asking whether
length 6 products are defined. From what we have spelled out in the above
proposition it is certainly possible to answer all such questions at length 5. But
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we already know that at length 6 trouble does arise, and in fact in numerous
ways, so that we prefer to not go into more multi-linear algebra. If we wish to
determine the precise class of Massey products of Steinberg type for which all
partial products can be bounded in such a manner that the exactness continues,
we should clearly use some sort of computer algebra tool, since the calculations
necessary are growing fast. But in some sense, what seems more desirable is a
refined conceptual approach which would provide inspired guesses beyond those
we have used up to this point.

In some sense, while the indeterminacy makes our homotopy type A(L) a real
ugly thing to deal with (creating lots of Massey products that are defined, but
not strictly defined), at least the situation is sufficiently explicit to settle ques-
tions by comparing monomial expansions in the free associative algebra, which
is tedious but elementary. We note that it is also possible to work without the
passage to the free associative algebra using Hall bases, but that such an ap-
proach would be less transparent, since it would not be exploiting the structure
of the cdga of cochains on a free Lie algebra as described via the Poincare-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, so that already within I , we would not be seeing things
clearly.

Remark. The example at hand has much in store for future investigations, and
we simply see no reason to prejudice the course of such investigations. What
they all have in common is that they will be conceptual enrichments of the kind
of calculation that we pursue to some extent here. This is justified by the more
general fact that Massey products and (failure of) their exactness is the ’wrong
notion’ from the point of view of homotopy theory, anyway: the correct notion is
the homotopy type itself, which can be captured (since we are working rationally)
by the isomorphism class of a C∞ structure on cohomology, some of whose
properties are what the Massey products measure. But they are not a ’cut-and-
dry’ measure of the homotopy type, as our example painfully illustrates. They
are invariants of the homotopy type - but it would be ’wrong’ to take them as
a starting point towards a full set of homotopy invariants. This ’pessimism’ is
one of the key lessons of the operadic approach to homotopy theory of cdgas -
and it is really not pessimism at all, once one has gotten used to the abstraction.
Taking it from the abstraction, one can then go back and ask better questions
about the precise meaning of calculations of the above sort, not necessarily having
anything to do with Massey products. But even then a strange thing remains:
we do not know how to express the failure of exactness or definedness of length
6 Massey products in terms of the C∞ structure. So maybe the Massey products
are here to stay with us.

2.6 The plethora of trouble-makers

In this section we give examples of length 6 monomials which produce length
6 Massey products of Steinberg type which fail to be exact, but for different
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reasons.

We simply go through the monomials in the expansion of Df3
([x, [x, y]]) and see

what we can say about the length 4 and 5 partial products. The expansion is

Df3
([x, [x, y]]) =

= −3x2y3x + x3y3 + 3x2y2xy − 3x2yxy2 − x4y2 − 6x2yxyx + 2x3yxy

3xy3x2 − 2xy2x3 − 6xy2xyx + 6xyxy2x + 2x3y2x + 6xyxyx2

−y3x3 + y2x4 + 3y2xyx2 − 3yxy2x2 − 2yxyx3

and we are interested only in those monomials which neither start nor end with
a segment that also occurs in the expansion

[x, [x, y]] = x2y − 2xyx + yx2

because this simplifies matters considerably, since it implies that in equation
(C6) the RHS will vanish on [x, [x, y]]∧f3 independently of the choice of correc-
tion terms 3I .3F . By the very choice of the length 6 Massey product as having
a monomial that occurs in the expansion, the LHS will not vanish, so that (C6)
cannot hold, so that there is trouble.

We already know that x3y3 creates such trouble. But so do the following (among
possibly more):

x4y2, x3yxy, xy2x3, x3y2x, y3x3, y2x4, yxyx3

Recall the list of length 4 products that are bounded without a contribution
from F

x3y, x2yx, xyx2, yx3, xy2x, yx2y

We close the discussion of sources for trouble with the observation that none
of the length 6 trouble-makers is such that all partial length 4 products are
bounded without contribution from F. They all require corrections for at least
one partial length 4 product. Looking at the precise coefficients, one can also
tell whether this leads to a failure of length 5 partial products to be defined
or whether this hurdle can still be taken and the breakdown takes place in the
next step.

3 Appendix I

3.1 Collection of facts from differential homological alge-

bra

We recall the definition of Massey products in a dga A (which need not be
commutative). For a comprehensive treatment, we refer to [M] and [T], ch.
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V, 4. For an element a in a graded vector space, we denote by a the element
(−1)deg(a)a. Let a1, . . . , ap be cohomology classes in H(A). Denote by aii a
cocycle representing ai. Then the Massey product of a1, . . . , ap is defined if
there are elements ai,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ p in A such that

daij =

j−1∑
k=1

aikak+1,j

where the akk are the chosen representatives of the classes ak. Under these
circumstances, we can form the element

p−1∑
k=1

a1kak+1,p

and the Leibniz rule implies that it is closed, so that it represents a new coho-
mology class. The set of all cohomology classes obtainable in this way is the
Massey product of the classes a1, . . . , ap. Note that in case A carries an extra
secondary grading with respect to which multiplication has degree zero, then
the secondary gradings add under the formation of Massey products. The signs
a are introduced to make sure that the resulting elements are closed. No such
sign enters from a secondary grading. As a matter of fact, the signs a also do
not influence our calculations. But they are present.

From the definition, it is clear that in general there is no unique cohomology
class representing the Massey product of classes, assuming that it is defined. For
different choices of bounding cochains of Massey products of shorter lengths, we
end up with a representative which need NOT differ by a coboundary only. It
is possible to develop some general theory on this indeterminacy, but as a rule,
the only substantial restriction that one can derive is that different choices lead
to classes that differ by elements in the image of the product on cohomology.
Since in our case, the product is surjective, this generally valid restriction is void.
This kind of phenomenon is ruled out by the notion of ’strictly defined’ Massey
products in [M]. One requires that for all partial length Massey products,
which must contain the class zero by the inductive nature of the definition,
zero is in fact the only class obtainable. But in our example we cannot afford
to employ that more restrictive notion unless we are willing to trivialize the
question immediately: for example, it is clear in our case that the typical length
4 Massey products are not strictly defined.

One way of seeing that the question of exactness of Massey products has ho-
motopy invariant meaning is to use that minimal models of cdgas exist and are
unique up to isomorphism. So we may ask the question at the cochain-level of
a chosen minimal model.

Remark. To make sense of Massey products and the question of their homotopy
invariance, we do not need cdgas, however - we can ask it already for associative
dgas. The fact that then the question is indeed homotopy invariant was first
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proved in May’s [M] (thm 1.5) by a direct calculation using explicit A∞ maps.
In fact, one can use an extension of the argument in the proof of that theorem
to give a definition of Massey products in the cohomology of an A∞ algebra.
Alternatively, one can define such products using the fact that A∞ algebras
can be ’made strict’: there is a strictly associative dga of the same homotopy
type. Basically, there are three stages of conceptualization of such moves. The
first is to do everything by explicit calculation (which is no longer trivial if
one already starts out with non-strictly associative algebras - and in fact, as a
consequence, there is no reference for this abstractly possible game), the second
to use the effective machinery based on the perturbation lemma (cp. [Ma]),
or finally one can use the homotopy theory of dg algebras over dg operads as
developed in [Hi], which ultimately reveals also why the explicit calculations turn
out to work, explaining the conceptual role of distinguished resolutions when
dealing with homotopy invariant algebraic structures on cochain complexes.

Next we recall the structure of the cdga of cochains on a free Lie algebra following
the presentation in [T] prop I.4.(2). Let L(U) be the free Lie algebra on a
generator space U and denote by ∗ dual. Then for each pair of integers k ≤ p
there are elements uk+1...p in L(U)∗[−1] = A1(L) satisfying

d(u1...p) =

p−1∑
k=1

u1...kuk+1...p.

We recall their definition and refer for the proof to loc.cit. We will suppress the
sign in the sequel.

There is a natural map j : T (U∗) −→ L(U)∗ coming from graded duality and the
inclusion L(U) ⊆ T (U) of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. After picking a
basis u1, . . . , uN of the dual generator space U∗ we put

uk+1,...,p := (sh)−1j(uk+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ up)

where sh denotes the shift in degree. In particular, ukk is to be understood
as uk and is a cocycle. The elements u? form a distinguished set of bounding
cochains for the Massey products obtainable from the classes defined by uk.
And they are all defined, to all lengths, and are all exact.

Finally we cite from [KM]

Theorem 3.1. For (pro-)nilpotent (negatively graded) Lie algebras L, L′ the
following are equivalent:

• the cdgas A(L) and A(L′) are homotopically equivalent

• the Lie algebras L, L′ are isomorphic

Proof. L and L′ are recovered as the duals of the Lie coalgebras of indecom-
posables in H0 of the Bar construction of A(L), A(L′), by thm 2.10. loc.cit.
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Therefore, the claim follows from the fact that a homotopy equivalence induces
an isomorphism on the cohomology of the Bar construction.

3.2 The absolute cohomology ring of P1 − {0, 1,∞}

We use Q as a generic notation for a coefficient field of char 0. In realizations,
this is R, Ql or Q.

The structure of the absolute cohomology ring H∗(−) = H∗(X,−) of X =
P1 − {0, 1,∞} is as follows.

We have H0 = H0(0) = Q.

H1(1) = zQ ⊕ wQ

H1(2j) = 0, H1(2j + 1) = z2j+1Q

for all j = 1, 2, . . . .

H≥3 = 0, H2(1) = 0, H2(2) = 0, H2(2j + 1) = 0

H2(2j) = z.z2j−1Q ⊕ w.z2j−1Q

for j = 2, 3, . . . . This describes the cohomology algebra completely. In particu-
lar, we have the Steinbergrelation z.w = 0.

Letting F be the graded Lie algebra governing the mixed Tate objects over
Spec(Z) (in a chosen realization), we have that F is free with one generator
z2j+1 in each odd degree −3,−5,−7, . . . . We also see from this that H∗(−) is
in fact obtained by taking H∗(Spec(Z),−) and adjoining z, w in degree (1, 1)
freely as a commutative bigraded Q−algebra. This implies (or means) that the
ring H∗(−) is also obtained as

H∗(−) = H∗(F,−) ⊗Q H∗(I)

where we let I be the free graded Lie algebra on generators x, y in degree
−1 whose cohomology is the free unital bigraded commutative algebra with
generators z, w in degree (1, 1) and z.w = 0.

Clearly, one way to obtain such a cohomology ring is to take the direct sum
of the two respective Lie algebras, and our entire subject in this paper exists
precisely because this is NOT what happens for H∗(X,−) on the cochain level.

3.3 The low weight generators of the stable derivation al-

gebra

To understand enough about the action of Galois on the geometric fundamental
group of P1 − {0, 1,∞} we need to recall the following facts about the stable
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derivation algebra D and its defining action on the free graded Lie algebra on
x, y.

We have taken these facts from [I2]. Elements D in D are graded derivations
acting on generators x, y as follows: Dx = 0 and Dy = [y, f ] where f is an
element in I uniquely determined by D = Df . In low degrees, the structure of
D is known and coincides with that of our F. For our purposes, the Lie structure
of the image of the action is enough. Specifically, there are generators Df3

and
Df5

belonging to the elements

f3 = [x, [x, y]] + [y, [x, y]]

and
f5 = 2[x, [x, [x, [x, y]]]] + 4[y, [x, [x, [x, y]]]] + 4[y, [y, [x, [x, y]]]]

+2[y, [y, [y, [x, y]]]] + [[x, y], [x, [x, y]]] + 3[[x, y], [y, [x, y]]]

Remark. This is only the very first piece - more is known, see [I2]. But we
have no application for it yet in our context of absolute homotopy types. Clearly,
this kind of information determines the minimal model A(L) of the absolute
homotopy type of X, so if we wish to really determine it, this is where to look
for the input. But the formulae are getting involved, and for our application to
find non-exact Massey products of Steinberg type, f3 is in fact enough.

3.4 Mild computations

Proposition 3.2. The action of Df3
on the linear generators of I up to word

length 3 is given in terms of the expansions into monomials in the free associative
algebra on x, y as follows.

Df3
(x) = 0

Df3
(y) = xy3 − y3x + y2x2 − x2y2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy

Df3
([x, y]) =

= −2xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 4xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2

Df3
([x, [x, y]]) =

= −3x2y3x + x3y3 + 3x2y2xy − 3x2yxy2 − x4y2 − 6x2yxyx + 2x3yxy

3xy3x2 − 2xy2x3 − 6xy2xyx + 6xyxy2x + 2x3y2x + 6xyxyx2

−y3x3 + y2x4 + 3y2xyx2 − 3yxy2x2 − 2yxyx3

Df3
([y, [x, y]]) = . . .
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Proof.

f3 = [x, [x, y]] + [y, [x, y]] = x(xy − yx)− (xy − yx)x + y(xy − yx)− (xy − yx)y

= x2y − 2xyx + yx2 + 2yxy − y2x − xy2

Df3
(x) = 0

Df3
(y) = [y, f5] = y(x2y − 2xyx + yx2 + 2yxy − y2x − xy2)

−(x2y − 2xyx + yx2 + 2yxy − y2x − xy2)y

= −y3x + xy3 + y2x2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − x2y2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy

Df3
([x, y]) = [x, Df3

(y)] =

[x,−y3x + xy3 + y2x2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − x2y2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy]

= x(−y3x + xy3 + y2x2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − x2y2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy)

−(−y3x + xy3 + y2x2 + 3y2xy − 3yxy2 − x2y2 − 2yxyx + 2xyxy)x

= −xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 2xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − xy3x − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2 − 2xyxyx

= −2xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 4xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2

Df3
([x, [x, y]]) = [x, Df3

([x, y])]

= [x,−2xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 4xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2]

= x(−2xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 4xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2)

−(−2xy3x + x2y3 + xy2x2 + 3xy2xy − 3xyxy2 − x3y2 − 4xyxyx + 2x2yxy

y3x2 − y2x3 − 3y2xyx + 3yxy2x + x2y2x + 2yxyx2)x
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= −2x2y3x + x3y3 + x2y2x2 + 3x2y2xy − 3x2yxy2 − x4y2 − 4x2yxyx + 2x3yxy

xy3x2 − xy2x3 − 3xy2xyx + 3xyxy2x + x3y2x + 2xyxyx2

2xy3x2 − x2y3x − xy2x3 − 3xy2xyx + 3xyxy2x + x3y2x + 4xyxyx2 − 2x2yxyx

−y3x3 + y2x4 + 3y2xyx2 − 3yxy2x2 − x2y2x2 − 2yxyx3

= −3x2y3x + x3y3 + 3x2y2xy − 3x2yxy2 − x4y2 − 6x2yxyx + 2x3yxy

3xy3x2 − 2xy2x3 − 6xy2xyx + 6xyxy2x + 2x3y2x + 6xyxyx2

−y3x3 + y2x4 + 3y2xyx2 − 3yxy2x2 − 2yxyx3

Df3
([y, [x, y]]) = [Df3

(y), [x, y]] + [y, Df3
([x, y])] = . . .

4 Appendix II

4.1 Other possible approaches and resulting alternative

interpretations

It would be interesting to apply deformation theory for the ’singularity’ z.w = 0
in the ’spectrum’ of the cohomology algebra to give a proof that H(X) is not
intrinsically formal - which follows in particular from what we have proved,
since we have exhibited a homotopy type of a cdga A(X) with cohomology
H(X) which is not formal, so that there are at least two distinct homotopy
types of cdgas realizing the cohomology algebra H(X). The bare fact of failure
of intrinsic formality of the cohomology ring H(X) - without even mentioning
any relation to the variety X - is much more elementary, of course: it follows in
particular from our general observation that in a realization as cochains on a Lie
algebra sitting in an extension of the kind we were considering, formality holds
only if the extension is split. To view it as a question in deformation theory
is a translation which exists for general reasons and is interesting, but it is not
likely to result in any genuinely new insight in this case.

In our main argument, everything consists of writing down expansions in the
free associative algebra, then applying maps which are explicitly given and then
again writing expansions. If we approach the analogous problem in terms of
mixed Hodge theory and higher logarithms, we would not be able to use such
small cochain models. We would have to go into either killing monodromies
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of multi-valued functions or into comparing different lattices in MHS, both of
which are subtle. No doubt there is a proof along such lines as well, and we
greatly profit from the fact that the computation in the Galois case has already
been done.

If we remember that we arrived at the question within the context of absolute
homotopy types, it is natural to try to translate the results into facts that can
be meaningfully stated in the context of the A1−homotopy theory of schemes.
In fact strongly so, since what is to be expected from such translations are
structural properties of the motivic complexes themselves, which are built in
stages that pass through objects highly reminiscient of the ’fat wedges’ in ho-
motopy theory. Furthermore, this analogy to rational homotopy theory (cp.
ch.V in [T]) strongly suggests that there might also be a ’Koszul dual’ for-
mulation which would possibly express the results in terms of ’to-be-defined’
Whitehead products in that context. More precisely, the immediate relation to
be expected is with the analogs of universal Massey products (cp. loc.cit. V.4.)
and then one may start to wonder about analogs of fat wedges (cp. loc.cit.
V.1,V.2), which are objects a priori reminiscient of objects in the stages preced-
ing motivic complexes. In rational homotopy theory, the two are different ways
of encoding the same information, which is why we feel that our results have a
formulation as structural properties of the motivic complexes.

Remark. By analogy, what we mean here is that the absolute homotopy type
of a scheme (in our case X) is similar to the cdga associated to a topological
space by means of rational homotopy theory. We do NOT mean the fact that
methods from rational homotopy theory enter also due to the fact that the ratio-
nal homotopy type of the ’geometric’ cohomology of XC is ’part of ’ the absolute
homotopy type. The object which asks for a translation into the homotopy the-
ory of schemes is the homotopy type of the cdga A(L), not of A(I). (Which also
wouldn’t leave anything to talk about, since A(I) is intrinsically formal.)

While there is little hope that such translations take place integrally, it is still
useful to note that our arguments only partially depend on Q−linear coefficients:
the calculations do not, only to first arrive at reasons that the cdga model we use
for calculation has a right to be called absolute homotopy type, we go through
various stages and use various theorems that aren’t valid integrally. Most no-
tably among these are the Borel theorems. But it should also be noted that our
calculation takes place in Lie algebra cochains, which are automatically commu-
tative. There is no reason to expect that it is possible to obtain commutative
cochains from higher cycle complexes integrally, not even for X. And of course,
there is even less reason once we remember that our passage to the model over
Spec(Z) was purely categorical and had nothing whatsoever to do with cycles
in mixed characteristic.

We should avoid an over-optimistic reading of the idea that the results proved
in the present paper express structural properties of the motivic complexes,
though. Even if absolute homotopy types in the sense described in the intro-
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duction are nice objects associated to schemes and living in homotopy categories
of algebras in the category of cochain complexes of some sort, they are nowhere
close to have a chance to capture the data encoded in the A1−homotopy cat-
egory of schemes. There are various reasons for this, but when it comes to
relations to the motivic complexes, the most important is that we are in no
position to describe homotopy classes of maps appropriately. Nevertheless, this
dysfunction is not as bad as it looks at first glance, since at least we can con-
clude various facts simply by naturality and reduction to the universal case of
X - which is the universal scheme in which the Steinberg relation can be mean-
ingfully stated. All statements about exactness of Massey products are valid for
any integral scheme Y over Spec(Z) and invertible functions f on Y that miss
the value 1, by pulling back along the map Y −→ X defined by f. Conversely,
of course, no such implications can hold. It is perfectly possible that some (or
all) of the Massey products of Steinberg type we have found to be non-exact in
the universal case become exact after pullback to some Y along some f. A case
where this happens trivially, for reasons of cohomological dimension, is pull-
back to number fields or rings. To provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for non/exactness in the case of curves is already a task which may look tiny
because it can be formulated in a few lines, but which is very likely to give rise
to difficulties beyond any presently specifiable measure. As is clear from the na-
ture of our proofs, this task is much simpler when dealing with varieties whose
geometric homotopy type is simply connected, or at least has a fundamental
group whose pro-unipotent algebraic completion is strictly unipotent: in that
case, our calculations clearly show how to obtain estimates on the length of pos-
sibly non-exact Massey products pulled back from universal ones of Steinberg
type. Therefore, it seems at first glance that there might be a large class of
higher dimensional varieties for which general theorems are possible. However,
this impression is misleading, due to the existence of the following dichotomy:
in order to have any non-constant functions f in the first place, we must look
at non-proper varieties. But the deletion of closed subschemes from proper va-
rieties has the built-in tendency to enlarge the geometric fundamental group.
While there are certainly some interesting limiting cases, the generic picture
is provided by Artin neighborhoods of points, with geometric homotopy types
those of successive fibrations of affine curves. The resulting fundamental groups
are successive extensions of free groups with highly non-unipotent adjoint ac-
tion, so that generically, the picture is always a mess from the point of view of
the lower central series of the unipotent algebraic completion of the geometric
fundamental group. And if we don’t think generically, we have little reason why
there should be any functions f to get the process started.

4.2 Towards locating the ζ(3, 5) graph in this story

The ζ(3, 5)− graph in the graph-to-knots-to-numbers dictionary of Broadhurst
and Kreimer occurs in quite different guises. As a variation on the theme in
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section 8 of [Go2], we may look at the outer Galois action picture of the story
and instead of ζ(3, 5) focus on the derivation [Df3

, Df5
] 6= 0, which in fact spans

the degree 8 space of D (see [I2], p.10). Since it acts by zero on x, it must take
a non-trivial value of word length 9 on y. Hence we can truncate D into degrees
≤ 8 and I in word lengths ≤ 9 and we obtain a representation which may have a
right to be called the ’smallest’ example where a search for the graph in question
is highly motivated. In fact, with a little faith, there should be something ’about’
this representation which ’brings to mind’ this graph. Ideally, something going
beyond the reasons we have employed to arrive at this guess.

Assuming that in some sense or another, such a correspondence must take place,
we find that from the point of view of the questions raised in the present paper,
another possible re-interpretation instantly emerges: whatever feature of the
representation ’expresses’ the graph, we would like to know whether it is also
related to one of the possible arrangements in the choices of bounding cochains
for Massey products of Steinberg type.

In trying to answer this question, we are in the lucky situation that according
to the way we formulated the search for the graph, its answer doesn’t depend
on the outcome of that search, since it is already prescribed by the question: it
must be the fact that [Df3

, Df5
](y) 6= 0.

So we should ’simply’ write down the piece of structure at length 9 that can
be extracted from our approach in this paper and leave it at that. But even
though everything is at this stage reduced to (multi-)linear algebra and can
be calculated in bases, it is still too complicated to be done with bare hands,
unless we further exploit the structure present to further narrow down what
we are really after. There are 29 = 512 different monomials representing pos-
sible Massey products at length 9 - and our considerations about the plethora
of trouble makers only narrows the possible choices down a little bit. In fact,
because we already know that NOT all Massey products of Steinberg type are
exact, the result of the full calculation cannot be that [Df3

, Df5
](y) 6= 0 con-

spires to cancel out all problems arising in the process. Nevertheless, it would
be interesting to determine the precise class of monomials that correspond to
exact Massey products, as well as the precise role of the bracket on derivations
in those cases where enough cancellation does take place. But maybe still bet-
ter questions would be obtained by letting Massey products be whatever they
are and instead ask for other homotopical invariants which suffer from less in-
determinacies, as is strongly suggested by the operadic description of Massey
products, which exhibits them as somewhat suboptimal quantities associated to
homotopy types of dgas.

What we can say directly - without doing lengthy but elementary calculations
- is this.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose we take a length 9 Massey product of Steinberg type
such that its associated monomial occurs in the expansion of [Df3

, Df5
](y) 6= 0,

and assume that it is defined. (Being of odd length it is then automatically
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exact.) Then the bounding cochains for some partial length 3 and 5 Massey
products must be non-trivial on F, or in other words: in that case, we cannot
just take the prescribed restrictions on I and extend by zero; we must invoke
corrections.

Proof. This follows from inspection of the defining equation (C9).

We have seen earlier that such a situation also arises at length 4 already, as a
consequence of some facts about expansions at length 6. So, while the phenom-
enon is itself not new, we detected it by different means: unlike the length 4 case
we are not looking at expansions for still longer products. So our conclusion
about possible relations of the subject in the present paper and the Connes-
Kreimer Hopf algebra is that we should regard some of its representations as
closely related to the natural action of pieces of D on truncations of I. And while
the properties of such representations clearly determine the homotopy type of
the resulting extensions of Lie algebras, it is probably misleading to try to relate
the summation over trees which can be used to describe the A∞ structure on
the cohomology of the extension to the trees that make up the Hopf algebra.
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